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Abstract

Hu, Min (2018). Studies of the fibre direction and local bending stiffness of Norway
spruce timber - for application on machine strength grading, Linnaeus University
Dissertations No 307/2018, ISBN: 978-91-88761-13-2 (print), 978-91-8876114-9 (pdf). Written in English.
Machine strength grading is a production process in the sawmill industry used
to grade sawn timber boards into different strength classes with specific
characteristic values of the bending strength, modulus of elasticity (MOE) and
density. These properties are called grade determining properties. Each of these
is predicted on the basis of a statistical relationship between the property and a
so-called indicating property (IP), which is based on non-destructively assessed
board properties. In most cases, the prediction of strength is crucial for the
grading. The majority of commercial grading machines rely on a statistical
relationship of strength to an IP, which is either a global dynamic MOE or an
averaged flatwise bending MOE measured over a board length of about one
meter. The problem of today’s machine strength grading is that the accuracy of
the strength prediction is rather poor with a coefficient of determination of
about R2 ≈ 0.5 − 0.6. One consequence of this is that much of the strength
potential of timber is unused.
The intention of this research is to contribute to a long-term goal, which is
development of a method for prediction of bending strength that is more
accurate than the methods available today. The research relies on three
hypotheses. First, accurate prediction of bending strength can be achieved using
an IP that is a localized MOE value (determined over a short length) that
represents the lowest local bending stiffness of a board. Second, knowledge of
the local bending stiffness with high resolution along a board’s longitudinal
direction can be established on the basis of fibre direction within the board in
combination with dynamic MOE. Third, fibre directions in the interior of a
board can be determined by application of fibre angle models utilizing data of
fibre directions on the board’s surfaces obtained from tracheid effect scanning.
Following these hypotheses, this work has included laboratory investigations of
local material directions, and development of models for fibre directions of the
interior of boards. The work also included application of one-dimensional (1D)
analytical models and three-dimensional (3D) finite element models of
individual boards for the mechanical behaviour, analysis of mechanical response
of boards based on experiments and based on the suggested models. Lastly, the
suggested models were evaluated by comparisons of calculated and
experimentally determined local bending stiffness along boards, and of
predicted
and
experimentally
determined
bending
strength.
The research contributes with in-depth knowledge on local fibre directions close
to knots, and detailed information on variation of the local bending stiffness in

boards. Moreover, fibre angle models for fibre directions in the interior of
boards are presented. By application of the fibre angle models in the 3D model
of the whole board, the local bending stiffness along timber boards can be
determined over a very short length (l < 50 mm). A comparison with results
determined on an experimental basis show a very close similarity implying that
the applied models are sufficient to capture the variation of local bending
stiffness, caused by knots and fibre distortions, with very high accuracy.
Furthermore, it is found that by means of IPs derived using the suggested
models, bending strength can be predicted with high accuracy. For a timber
sample comprising 402 boards, such IPs results in coefficient of determination
as high as R2 = 0.73. However, using IPs based on the 3D finite element model
did not improve the R2 value achieved when using the IPs based on the 1D
model.
Keywords: digital image correlation, diving angle, fibre angle, grain angle,
indicating property, laser scanning, modulus of elasticity, tracheid effect
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Wood, as a building material, has many advantages. For example, it is very
strong considering its low weight, easy to process, fast and efficient to build
with, naturally beautiful and aesthetically pleasing. However, most importantly,
building with wood contributes to the global sustainability. It is a fact that the
building sector uses much energy and is responsible for large quantities of
greenhouse gas emission into the atmosphere. Many studies show that
construction using wood can lower energy use and significantly reduce, even
prevent, carbon dioxide (CO2) emission compared to non-wood materials such
as concrete and steel (e.g. Dodoo et al. 2009, 2012). Firstly, using wood reduces
the carbon footprint of buildings by carbon storage. Like most green plants,
trees grow by performing photosynthesis, see Figure 1, by which solar energy
is used to produce wood from CO2 and water. For every 1 kg of wood produced,
a tree consumes 1.47 kg CO2 and returns 1.07 kg oxygen (O2) to the atmosphere
(e.g. Kremer and Symmons 2015). When the trees are harvested and converted
into wood products, the carbon remains stored in the wood for the life time of
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Figure 1. The photosynthesis process of a tree.
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the product. Secondly, using wood requires less primary energy than other
building materials during the production and construction phases. The concept
of primary energy means the total energy needed in order to generate the final
energy service (e.g. Joelsson 2008). Using wood in construction leads to bioenergy recovery benefits at the building’s end-of-life by e.g. substituting wood
for fossil fuel-intensive materials (Dodoo et al. 2009, 2012).
The use of wood, however, also means certain challenges. Wood,
manufactured by nature, has a wide range of physical and mechanical
properties. These properties and the correlations between them vary within the
stem of a tree, from board to board and even within a single board. For a sample
of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H. Karst) timber consisting of 402 boards,
which were sampled from three Swedish regions with different growth
conditions and could therefore be considered as being representative of Swedish
timber of Norway spruce, the properties varied significantly. It was found that
the sample had a density of 436 ± 37.6 kg/m3, a modulus of elasticity (MOE) of
11.5 ± 2.2 GPa and a bending strength of 42.6 ± 11.5 MPa (presented as mean
± standard deviation), see Figure 2. The large variations in those properties can
be observed also in data of each region.

Figure 2. Variation in timber properties for samples collected from three Swedish regions.
The numbers on the horizontal axis represent the region from which the boards were
sampled. 1 ‒ the coast of Norrland, 2 ‒ Svealand, 3 ‒ southern Götaland, and 123 ‒ data of
all the boards from the mentioned regions.

Due to such significant variation in properties, the key parameters of timber
need to be assessed in order to ensure structural safety and optimise use of the
material. This is done by strength grading, i.e. the process of grading timber into
different strength classes to which characteristic values of the main mechanical
and physical properties are assigned. The grading is based on three grade
determining properties, which are bending strength, MOE and density. In

Europe, test methods for determination of the grade determining properties of
individual boards are regulated by EN408:2010.
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Figure 3. Test set up according to EN408:2010 for determination of local and global MOE
in bending, and bending strength.

For determination of MOE, the standard defines the test methods for both
local and global bending MOE. The test set up according to EN408:2010 are
illustrated in Figure 3. EN408:2010 specifies that for determination of the local
bending MOE of a board, deformation/curvature δ shall be measured over the
central part of the board, with a length of five times the board depth (5h), on
both sides at the position of the neutral axis. Determination of the global MOE
requires that global deformation ω shall be measured in the centre of the board
span, at either the compression edge or the tension edge, or at the position of
the neutral axis. For the last case, measurement shall be performed on both sides
of the board and the average value shall be used. The local and global MOE in
bending, herein denoted Em,loc and Em,glob, respectively, are calculated as
al12 (F2  F1 )
16I(δ 2  δ1 )

(1)

3al 2  4a 3
 ω  ω1 

4 b h 3  2
 F2  F1 

(2)

E m,loc 

E m,glob 

where F2 ‒ F1 is an increment of load within the range of elastic deformation;
δ2 – δ1 and ω2 ‒ ω1 are the increment of local and global deformation,
respectively, corresponding to F2 ‒ F1; b and h are the smaller and larger
dimension of the board’s cross section, respectively. The bending strength,
denoted fm, is tested and determined using an identical test set up as the one
shown in Figure 3, and calculated as
fm 

3Fmax a
bh 2

(3)
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where Fmax is the maximum load of failure. For the third grade determining
property, i.e. density, it shall be determined on a full cross section taken from
the test piece. This section shall be free of knots and resin pockets, and cut as
close as possible to the position of failure.
Based on bending strength, MOE, and density, sawn timber is graded into
different strength classes by the strength grading process. There are currently
two parallel strength grading systems: Visual strength grading, based on visual
inspection, and Machine strength grading. The visually based system is beyond
the scope of this thesis. As regards machine strength grading it has been applied
in Europe for more than 50 years. The underlying principle of machine strength
grading is to predict the grade determining properties using so-called indicating
properties (IPs), which are based on non-destructively assessed board
properties. The predictions are based on statistical relationships between the
grade determining properties and the IPs. Examples of such relationships,
expressed in terms of coefficient of determination, R2, are presented in Table 1.
The studies that are referred to in this table were carried out on rather large
samples of Norway spruce. About 400 pieces were investigated in most cases,
except for the study by Olsson et al. (2013) in which the sample size was 105
pieces. The relationships between IPs and MOE presented in Table 1 are the
correlations to the local bending MOE determined according to EN408:2010.
Table 1. Statistical relationships between the grade determining properties of either modulus
of elasticity (MOE) or bending strength and various non-destructively measured timber
properties for Norway spruce. The presented data originate from 1. Kliger et al. (1995); 2.
Hanhijärvi and Ranta-Maunus (2008); 3. Olsson et al. (2013) and 4. Olsson and Oscarsson
(2017). The non-destructively assessed properties are: Dens. – density; R.W. – ring width;
Edyn – axial dynamic MOE; Edyn + Dens. – axial dynamic MOE in combination with density;
El,fb – local MOE in flatwise bending; Em,glob – global MOE in edgewise bending; Em,loc – local
MOE in edgewise bending.
Nondestructive
properties
Source:
Dens.
R.W.
Edyn
Edyn + Dens.
El,fb
Em,glob
Em,loc

Coefficient of determination, R2

MOE
1
0.23
0.28

0.90

2
0.07
0.60~0.65
0.79~0.88
0.75

Bending strength
3
0.49

4
0.32

0.83

0.79

1
0.07
0.18

0.44
0.92
1

1

0.53

2
0.26~0.33
0.11
0.44~0.48
0.42~0.57
0.54
0.62

3
0.27

4
0.18

0.59

0.59

0.72
0.74

0.62

The European strength classes for softwood timber intended for structural
application where bending is the dominating load, are defined in EN338:2016
as C classes, to which characteristic value of bending strength, MOE and
density are allocated. The concept of characteristic value implies a value that
corresponds to a percentile of the statistical distribution of a property for a

timber population. For the bending strength and density, the characteristic value
is the 5th-percentile value, and for MOE, the mean value is the characteristic
value. These characteristic values are used to grade timber into different
strength classes. Based on the bending tests according to EN408:2010, the
characteristic values of the grade determining properties for a timber population
are determined according to EN384:2016. Results of the bending tests shall be
adjusted, piece by piece, to standard conditions on moisture content, timber size
and test length etc. The characteristic bending strength and density are then
calculated from the 5th-percentile values of the properties of all the pieces in the
population. The characteristic MOE is determined from the mean value of either
the local bending MOE or the global bending MOE. If the characteristic MOE
is based on the latter, an adjustment procedure, which accounts for shear
deformation, shall be carried out. According to EN338:2016, a timber
population may be graded to a certain C class if its 5th-percentile value of
bending strength, mean MOE and 5th-percentile value of density, see Figure 4,
equal or exceed the values for that strength class given in Table 1 in
EN338:2016.

Frequency

Mean

5%
percentile

5%
percentile

ρk

Density

Em,0,mean

MOE

fm,k

Bending strength

Figure 4. The statistical distribution of density, modulus of elasticity and bending strength of
a timber population that is graded to a C class. The 5th-percentile value of density and
bending strength, and the mean value of MOE shall equal or exceed the respective
characteristic values for the class given in Table 1 in EN338:2016.

Rules and regulations for machine strength grading are found in a series of
interrelated standards EN14081, Timber structures. Strength graded structural
timber with rectangular cross section, which currently consists of three parts
 EN 14081-1:2016 – General requirements,
 EN 14081-2:2010 + A1:2012 – Machine grading; additional
requirements for initial type testing,
 EN 14081-3:2012 – Machine grading; additional requirements for
factory production control.
In practice, the prediction of strength is, in most cases, crucial for the grading.
Such prediction using commercial IPs are required to be carried out fast, at a
rate that corresponds to the sawmill production speed. The relationships
presented in Table 1 reveal the potential of stiffness, in terms of MOE assessed
in different ways, to be the most effective IP to bending strength. Different
measures of MOE, with or without other information, are used in almost all
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grading machines. The most common machines in operation today are bending
type machines and machines based on axial dynamic vibrations. The bending
type machines, which have been used since the 1960s, measure a moving local
bending stiffness over a distance of about 900 – 1200 mm on a board by means
of three-point bending about the board’s minor axis. The lowest value obtained
along the member is used as an IP to bending strength. By means of machines
based on axial dynamic vibrations, which were introduced in the 1990s,
longitudinal vibrations are generated in wood members and axial resonance
frequencies, length and sometimes also weight of each board are registered.
Based on the mentioned information, a dynamic MOE that reflects the average
axial stiffness of the entire board is calculated. This average stiffness is used as
IP. Typical performance of the two machine types regarding prediction of
bending strength is, in terms of R2 between the IPs and edgewise bending
strength, 0.54 for the bending machines and 0.44 − 0.48 or 0.42 − 0.57
(depending on the make of the machine) for the dynamic machines using the
dynamic MOE alone or together with density as the IP, respectively (Hanhijärvi
and Ranta-Maunus 2008). There are also grading machines that utilize X-ray
techniques in combination with dynamic excitation. Such machines represent
one of the most accurate machine grading methods available on the market.
Information obtained from the X-ray scanning is high-resolution data of density
within a piece of timber. Since the density of knots and clear wood are different,
the X-ray data also enables information on size and positions of knots.
Combining the dynamic MOE with the X-ray measurement of density and
knots, IPs to bending strength are established and such IPs can result in the
coefficient of determination R2 = 0.63 − 0.64 (Hanhijärvi and Ranta-Maunus
2008, Ranta-Maunus et al. 2011).
The description of the machine grading above reveals that the statistical
relationships between bending strength and the commercial IPs that are used
today, are rather weak, i.e. accuracy of the prediction of strength using the IPs
is limited. One consequence of this is that much of the structural potential in
terms of strength and stiffness of timber is currently unused. In Europe, the most
commonly used C classes are C16, C18, C24 and C30. Most of the Norway
spruce timber in Sweden is graded into C24 and C30 with the characteristic
bending strength of 24 MPa and 30 MPa, respectively. A large portion of the
timber can reach much higher strength levels than what the strength classes
state, see Figure 2. To exploit these potentials, strength grading methods that
are more accurate, are needed. Knowledge of factors, i.e. clear wood properties
and influence of defects, which actually cause the variation in stiffness and
strength of timber should be a key point in this endeavour.

1.2

Clear wood

Studies on wood formation, e.g. Panshin and Zeeuw (1980), Plomion et al.
(2001), show that a tree develops new cells each year through cell division in a
thin cambium layer which is situated between xylem (the wood) and phloem
(the bark). In the temperate zone of the world, the new cells are arranged in
concentric circles called growth rings or annual rings. For each annual ring, the
growth starts by forming earlywood. The main function of this kind of wood is
to transport water and nutrients, which implies that earlywood cells have low
densities and large cavities. As the growth season advances, development of
latewood takes over to support and stabilize the tree. Therefore, latewood cells
have relatively higher densities, thicker cell walls and, thus, darker colour.
Usually, the interface between the earlywood and the latewood can be
recognized by the colour change.

l
l

r
r

a)

b)

t

l
r

t
c)

t

Figure 5. Sketches of softwood structure on different scales showing the annual rings,
latewood and earlywood, the microscopic structure of the latewood and earlywood cells and
the local directions of wood material.

At the microscopic scale, as indicated in Figure 5c, clear wood tissue of
softwood, consisting of mainly earlywood cells and latewood cells, can be
visualized. Figure 5c shows the cells as bundles of slender tube structures,
which are also called fibres, grains or, for softwood, tracheids. Typical size of
a tracheid in Norway spruce is 2 – 4 mm in length and about 0.1 mm in crossdirection. As shown in Figure 5c, the tracheids in clear wood are extended along
the axis of the stem. However, studies of wood anatomy show that wood fibres
do not grow exactly parallel with the stem of the tree. Instead, the fibres tend to
grow in a spiral pattern around the trunk, known as spiral grain. The phenomena
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and causes of spiral grain have been studied extensively. It has been reasoned
that spiral grain has advantages for a tree to survive under stresses e.g. caused
by wind and snow loads (Harris 1989). Similarly, Skatter and Kucera (1998)
concluded that “Spiral grain is an optimized feature when the trees are exposed
to combined bending and torsion”. Previous studies show that the spiral grain
angle within clear wood varies with the distance from the pith of the tree (Harris
1989) and the average value for this angle in Norway spruce is normally below
three degrees (Säll 2002).

1.3

Branches and knots

As a tree grows, it sprouts new branches to carry the needles (or leaves) that are
necessary for the photosynthesis process. Knots are the parts of the branches
that are embedded in the trunk. Essentially, all branches are initiated from the
pith of the tree. Each growth layer, i.e. a xylem layer that is formed at a certain
point in time in the cambium area of the tree, develops continuously over the
trunk and the branch. This means that the trunk wood is intergrown with the
branch wood. The intergrown part of the branch is referred to as a live knot. At
a certain point in time, the branch may die and thus cease to grow. The following
growth layers in the trunk will then grow around the dead branch stub, without
intergrowth, so that the branch stub might eventually be totally covered with
trunk wood. This part of the branch, which is encased in the stem, is termed as
a dead knot. A live knot is usually cone-shaped and firmly attached to the main
stem. In contrast, a dead knot is cylindrical in shape (in the dead part of the
branch), loosely encased in the main stem and often falls out after sawing
leaving a hole in the board.

1.4

Local material directions

Wood exhibits highly orthotropic behaviour under stresses, and this can be
perceived from the structure of clear wood in Figure 5. The material is much
stronger and stiffer in the direction along fibres than in the directions across
fibres. Material directions at a local position in clear wood are usually defined
using an ltr-system, in which l represents the longitudinal direction of fibre,
whereas t and r represent the tangential and radial directions in relation to the
annual ring pattern visualized from the cross cut view of the stem, see Figure
5a. The elastic response and strength of a piece of clear wood are dependent on
an angle (φ) between fibre direction and direction of external load, see Figure
6. A relationship, valid for spruce, between compressive strength and the angle
between fibre direction and loading direction, was described mathematically by
Hankinson (1921). The relationship was established on the basis of
experimental tests on clear wood specimens. Those test pieces had dimensions
of about 50 × 50 × (50 − 200) mm, and the pieces were selected to achieve the

best possible quality regarding straight fibres. The relationship established by
Hankinson is
fφ =

2

f0 ∙f90

(4)

f0 sin φ+f90 cos2 φ

where φ is the angle between the fibres and the loading direction, fφ is the
compressive strength at any angle φ that the fibres deviate from the direction of
the loading, f0 and f90 represent values of the compressive strength when the
angle φ equals 0 and 90 degree, respectively.
σφ

σφ

φ

φ

σφ

σφ

Figure 6. Dependence of mechanical properties of clear wood on an angle (φ) between fibre
direction and direction of loading (stress σφ) in compression (left) or tension (right).

Hankinson (1921) claimed that if compressive strength parallel to fibre
direction (f0) and perpendicular to fibre direction (f90) are known, the formula
could be applied to any species just as for spruce. Other studies on this topic
found that a similar relationship is also valid for tensile strength, bending
strength and even for stiffness by adjustment of the value of the power exponent
in Hankinson’s equation. Such relationships for strength in tension,
compression and bending are shown in Figure 7, which was presented in
Dinwoodie (2000) based on data from Baumann (1922).
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Figure 7. Effect of fibre angle on tensile, bending and compression strength of timber
(Dinwoodie 2000, after Baumann 1922).

1.5

Material property transformation based
on fibre directions

For constitutive modelling, wood is frequently treated as an orthotropic material
(Ottosen and Ristinmaa 2005). A local ltr-system and a global xyz-system are
herein defined in relation to a trunk and a wood member, respectively, as
illustrated in Figure 8.
l

Glt

x

El

Et
Grt

l – Longitudinal
t – Tangential
r – Radial
Glr
Er

t

r

z
Image: M. Johansson 2014 ©

y

Figure 8. Sketches of a part of a stem and a board cut from the indicated stem. Two different
coordinate systems are displayed. A local ltr-system shown together with stiffness parameters
defined with respect to the local fibre direction, and a global xyz-system defined with axes
parallel to the main directions of the board.

1.5.1

Local constitutive relations

Within the linear elastic range, constitutive relations in the local ltr-system can
be expressed as
σ  Dε

(5)

ε  Cσ

(6)

or
where
CD

1

(7)

and the vectors and matrix in the equations are given by

 1
 E
 l
  υlt
 El
 υ
 lr
 E
C l
 0


 0

 0


υtl
Et
1
Et
υ
 tr
Et


 εl 
ε 
 t
ε 
ε r
 γlt 
γlr 
 
γtr 

(8)

σl 
σ 
 t
σ 
σ  r
 τ lt 
 τ lr 
 
 τ tr 

(9)

υrl
Er
υrt

Er
1
Er



0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

1
Glt

0

0

0

1
Glr

0

0

0

0


0 

0 


0 


0 


0 

1 
Gtr 

(10)
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The vectors ε and σ are the strain and stress vectors, respectively, with six
components in the local ltr-system, see Eqs 8 − 9. The matrix D is known as the
constitutive matrix and C is termed the compliance matrix. For linear elastic
materials the compliance matrix is a symmetric matrix (e.g. Ottosen and
Petersson 1992), therefore, the 12 independent parameters in the compliance
matrix are reduced to nine, which are El, Et, Er (modulus of elasiticity), Glt, Glr,
Gtr (shear modulus) and υlt, υlr, υtr (Poisson’s ratios).

1.5.2

Material property transformation

The material properties in the local ltr-system can be transformed to the global
xyz-system by application of coordinate transformation. Assuming that vector
(x, y, z) is a unit vector in the global system, see Figure 8, and vector (l, t, r) is
a unit vector in the local system, the transformation matrix A satisfies
 x
 y 
 
 z 

l 
A t 
r 

(11)

The matrix A is given by
 alx atx arx 


A  aly aty ary 
a z a z a z 
t
r
 l

(12)

which is an orthogonal matrix, i.e.
AT  A1

(13)

Components of the matrix A represent the direction cosines between the local
axes and the global axes. For example, alx represents the direction cosine
between the local l-axis and the global x-axis. The stress vector in the local
coordinate system is expressed in matrix form (stress tensor) as
σl
S̅ = [ τtl
τrl

τlt
σt
τrt

τlr
τtr ]
σr

(14)

Using the Cauchy’s formula, which is given by
t ̅ = ̅Sn̅

(15)

where t ̅ and n̅ represent a traction vector and a corresponding surface normal
vector, respectively, with respect to the local system. As for Eq.11, the
following relations also hold
t  At

(16)

n  An

(17)

AT t  S A T n

(18)

Thus, Eq.15 becomes

Multiplication with A from the left at both sides of Eq.18 gives
t
ASAT n 
Sn

(19)

Thus, the stress tensor transformation is obtained as
S  AS AT

(20)

The strain tensor follow the same rule of transformation, i.e.
Ε  AT ΕA

(21)

The transformations for stresses and strains of Eqs 20 − 21 may then be
expressed in vector form, as
σ  Gσ

(22)

ε  GTε

(23)

where G is the transformation matrix given by
 alx alx
 y y
 a l al
2a z a z
G   xl yl
 a l al
 a xa z
 l l
 aly alz

atx atx
aty aty
2atz atz
atx aty
atx atz
aty atz

arx arx
ary ary
2arz arz
arx ary
arx arz
ary arz

2alx atx
2aly aty
2alz atz
y x
al at  alx aty
alz atx  alx atz
alz aty  aly atz

2alx arx
2aly aty
2alz arz
y x
al ar  alx ary
alz arx  alx arz
alz a ry  aly arz

2atx arx 

2aty ary 

2atz arz

y x
x y
at a r  a t a r 
atz arx  atx arz 
atz ary  aty arz 

(24)

Thus, the global constitutive matrix D is given by
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D  G DG T

(25)

Consequently, the global compliance matrix C is obtained as
C  D 1

(26)

Thus, the nine material parameters in the local ltr-system are transformed to the
global xyz-system.

1.6

Models for fibre directions close to knots

Section 1.4 ‒ 1.5 show that a decisive factor for the stiffness and strength of
timber is the local fibre directions within it. Knots in this respect account for
most of the fibre disturbances in timber boards. Therefore, for strength and
stiffness, the occurrences of knots together with the local fibre directions in the
surroundings of such defects are of utmost importance.
Attempts to describe the fibre path close to knots have been made for many
years. A model on how branch fibres integrate with the trunk fibres was
presented by Shigo (1985), who hypothesized that the branch tissue begin to
develop before the trunk tissue early in a growth season. In this context, the
concept of tissue refers to a group of fibres of similar makeup. The branch fibres
encircle the branch base and forms a collar in which the tissue meet on the trunk
below the branch, see Figure 9a. This branch collar is enveloped later in the
growth season by the trunk tissue, see Figure 9b, so that the trunk tissue hold
the branch collar firmly in place. Thus, the branch is structurally attached to the
trunk by a series of trunk collars that envelop the branch collars every growth
season, see Figure 9c. Shigo’s hypothesis is based on large samples of
dissections through branches of trees, debarking of branch junctions at varying
time of a particular growth season, conduction tests using dye and microscopic
observations etc. Shigo’s theory (1985, 1986) has often been cited when branch
attachment to trunks has been discussed. However, his explanation has also
been questioned. For example, Nelly (1991) studied the hydraulic architecture,
i.e. how sap flows at the branch junction, by performing conduction tests using
dyes. In that study, a water-soluble dye was injected into the stem through
predrilled holes beneath branches of trees at various times over a growth season.
Thereafter, stems and branches were locally peeled and the uncovered surfaces
were examined to trace the pattern of dye translocation. It was shown that
patterns of dye movement did not vary with time of the year and thus the
experiment did not support Shigo’s hypothesis on the varying patterns of branch
and trunk tissues over each growth season. In Nelly’s study, however, the
predrilled holes for the dye injection were 1 mm in diameter and 5 mm deep.
Dye in such holes could penetrate both the branch collar and the trunk collar
described in Shigo’s model (Figure 9c) making it hard to observe the varying

patterns of branch and trunk tissues over a growth season. Moreover,
conduction tests with dyes, both by Shigo (1985) and by Nelly (1991),
confirmed that sap flows to the branches from below the branch and not from
above. Therefore, Shigo concluded that ‘the trunk tissue from above the branch
do not connect with the branch’ (Shigo 1986). Slater and Harbinson (2010)
argued, however, that branch and stem may be connected by e.g. sclereids
tissue. Such tissue plays no significant role in water transport, and therefore it
would not conduct dye, but it provides mechanical support.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 9. Illustration of Shigo’s branch attachment model, in which growth of fibres close
to knot can be seen. The sketches originates from Shigo (1985), reprinted with permission
of Shigo and Trees, Associates LLC.

Goodman and Bodig (1978) suggested a so-called flow-grain analogy based
on the visual similarity between the fibre pattern in close-to-knot areas within a
growth layer of a tree and the streamline pattern of laminar flow around an
elliptically shaped obstacle. Hence, in the suggested model stream functions
were used to describe the fibre path around knots in the longitudinal-tangential
plane of the wood material. Cramer and Goodman (1983) adopted the flowgrain analogy and applied the resulting fibre course in two-dimensional (2D)
finite element (FE) models of two wood specimens, each containing a single
knot, for stress analysis and strength prediction, which showed good results.
This 2D flow-grain analogy was adopted and further developed by Foley (2001,
2003) to a three-dimensional (3D) model, by which the complete set of local
material directions could be determined at any arbitrary position. In Foley’s
model, the fibre angle projected onto the longitudinal-tangential plane of a
growth layer is modelled by the flow-grain analogy, while the fibre direction in
the longitudinal-radial plane is determined on the basis of mathematical
functions describing the observed geometry of growth layers in the vicinity of
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knots. Based on work by Hackspiel (2010), Lukacevic and Füssl (2014)
presented an FE model of timber in which Foley’s model was employed to
establish a 3D fibre path around knots. The model was used to estimate the
members’ stiffness and strength, and was subjected to experimental verification,
which showed promising results. Knowledge of sizes and positions of knots
within a wood member are prerequisites for application of Foley’s model. In the
work presented in Lukacevic and Füssl (2014), knot positions and geometries
were detected by digital image processing of the board surfaces. More attempts
and algorithms to identify and model knots within wood members have been
presented by Briggert et al. (2016) and Kandler et al. (2016).
Another starting point for describing the fibre direction around knots is a
principal stress based logic put forward by Mattheck (1997). The basic idea is
that fibres around a knot are orientated in the directions of principal stresses due
to natural loads during the growth of the tree. Based on this assumption, an
initial stress analysis, in which isotropic material is used, is firstly performed.
Then follows an iterative procedure, in which fibre at a local position is oriented
in the direction of the major principal stress at the same position according to
the previous calculation. Thus, from the second step and forward, an orthotropic
material model is employed. The iterative process terminates and the fibre
orientations are determined when the direction of principal stresses no longer
change significantly between two successive iterations. Lang and Kaliske
(2013) discussed and compared the flow-grain analogy and the principal stress
based models. They showed that the two models provide similar results
regarding the fibre orientation around knots. Qualitatively, the fibre course
described by the models seems to comply well with the actual fibre orientation
visible in the vicinity of knots. However, to quantitatively verify the models and
further develop such models, detailed fibre angle information obtained from
laboratory based approach is necessary.

1.7

Fibre direction determined by tracheid
effect scanning

The directions of in-plane fibres, i.e. the projections of wood fibres in a plane,
are possible to identify using the so-called tracheid effect. When a wood surface
is illuminated by highly concentrated light, such as a laser beam, wood behaves
somewhat translucent. Some light penetrates the surface and scatters within the
wood, see Figure 10a. Due to the semitransparency, the scattered light is visible
at the surface as a larger spot than the incident light. Since the scattered light in
the wood spreads mainly along the wood tracheid, the larger spot has an
elliptical shape of which the main axis coincides with the fibre direction
(Matthews and Beech 1976; Soest et al. 1993), see Figure 10b.

Incident light,
e.g. a laser beam

Reflected light
Wood surface
a)

Scattered light

b)

Figure 10. a) Reflection and scattering of light at a wood surface. b) An elliptical laser spot
due to the tracheid effect – the main axis of the ellipse is orientated in the fibre direction.
Image originates from http://www.flickr.com/photos/firrs/2498460437/, accessed 2014-0828.

Since about thirty years, and for other purpose than strength grading,
industrial scanners integrated with dot lasers have been available (WoodEye
2017). By means of such scanners, it is possible to determine the in-plane fibre
directions on timber surfaces with a resolution of a few millimetres. Figure 11
shows an example of results of identified in-plane fibre directions using the
tracheid effect: a) shows a surface image of a piece of wood including a knot,
b) shows the spread of laser lights on the wood surface, c) displays an
enlargement of a laser dot in which the length and direction of the main axes
are marked out, and d) shows the identified in-plane fibre direction of the wood
surface. Nyström (2003) showed that the fibre directions obtained from the
tracheid effect on wood surfaces are highly correlated to the real in-plane fibre
directions. By a proper calibration for different wood species and different laser
source/hardware, in-plane fibre direction information obtained as in Figure 11d
is, except for the area within the knot (dotted lines), reliable. Moreover, the
tracheid effect method is suitable for industrial applications because of the
relatively short computing time.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 11. a) A piece of wood surface including a knot; b) spread of laser dots on the wood
surface; c) enlargement of one of the laser dots in which the length and direction of the main
axes are marked out, and d) the identified in-plane fibre direction on the wood surface
(images a,b and d originate from Petersson 2010).
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The shape of the scattering pattern by the tracheid effect also provides
information of the out-of-plane angle, i.e. the so-called diving angle, which is
the angle between the local fibre and the scanned wood surface. Simonaho et al.
(2004) suggested that for Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and Silver birch
(Betula pubescens) the tracheid effect could also be used for determination of
the diving angle by considering the so-called shape factor, which is the length
ratio between the major axis and the minor axis of the elliptical scattering
pattern, see Figure 11c. In the research by Simonaho et al. (2004), a mapping
between the shape factor and diving angle was suggested based on experimental
data of from the mentioned wood species. However, other studies on Norway
spruce (e.g. Johansson et al. 2003) show that the tracheid effect can be
influenced by the tracheid properties, e.g. tracheids of compression wood and
juvenile wood have reduced light conducting abilities. Therefore, the possibility
of using tracheid effect for determination of the diving angle for Norway spruce
needs to be evaluated.

1.8

Grading method based on fibre direction

As discussed above, knowledge of fibre directions contains decisive
information on stiffness and strength properties, and, the fibre directions, which
could be used for prediction of strength, can be registered by the fast process of
tracheid effect scanning. Olsson et al. (2013) presented a machine grading
method based on a combination of laser scanning, dynamic excitation and
weighing of boards. The novelty of this method lay in utilizing data of fibre
direction obtained from the tracheid effect scanning. Figure 12 illustrates the
principle of the suggested grading method. A commercial scanner of make
WoodEye is applied for tracheid effect scanning of timber surfaces by which
high resolution information of angle φ in Figure 12a, between the local fibre
direction on timber surface and the member’s longitudinal direction, is obtained.
In reality, there is also an out-of-plane fibre angle that is the angle between the
fibre and the scanned surface. However, this angle is unknown, thus in the
grading method it is ignored, i.e. it is assumed to be zero. Information of angle
φ were used for transformation of material properties from the local ltrdirections to global xyz-directions, as described in section 1.5. Figure 12b shows
the transformed local MOE (Ex) in the member’s longitudinal direction. The
fibre direction measured locally on a surface is assumed to be valid to a certain
depth, which means that a locally determined Ex on the surface is assumed to be
valid within a volume of dA × dx, see Figure 12a and c. In the next step, Ex was
used for stiffness integration over the cross-section (IOCS) of the member by
summarizing the contributions of all the positions on the cross section, see
Figure 12c, using the following equation

where

EIz (x)= ∬ Ex (y-y̅)2 dydz

(27)

∬ Ex ydydz
⁄
∬ Ex dydz

(28)

y̅=

Thus, the bending MOE, Eb(x), was calculated as
Eb (x)=
y

EIz (x)

(29)

bh3⁄
12

y

dx = longitudinal
scanning resolution

x

z

φ
c)

a)

16 GPa

dA
x

y
z
2 GPa

b)

d)

Bending MOE

dx

IP to bending strength
e)

Position along board

Figure 12. a) Local fibre directions scanned on a member’s surface by means of a row of
laser dots, b) distribution of longitudinal MOE around the exhibited knot, c) cross-section
divided into subareas implying that the exhibited angle φ in a) and the corresponding MOE
in the member’s longitudinal direction is valid within the volume of dA × dx, d) segment of
length dx for which the edgewise bending MOE is calculated by integration over its cross
section, e) a bending MOE profile obtained by considering all the segments of the board.
Subfigure a – d are taken from Oscarsson et al. (2014).
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The obtained bending MOE is valid for a segment of the board having a
length of dx as shown in Figure 12d. A bending MOE profile of the board is
thus obtained by considering all the segments along the board and the minimum
value along the profile is used as the IP to bending strength, see Figure 12e.
The method was approved by the task group TG1 established under the
technical committee TC 124 within the European Committee for
Standardization in March 2015 (the approval process is described in Olsson and
Oscarsson 2017). Consequently, the method is now available on the market. By
means of the suggested IP in the method, it is possible to predict bending
strength with higher accuracy than other methods available on the market. On a
sample consisting of more than 900 boards of Norway spruce of various
dimensions, the coefficient of determination between the IP and the edgewise
bending strength was R2 = 0.69 (Olsson and Oscarsson 2017). For comparison,
the R2 value obtained for dynamic axial MOE vs. bending strength was 0.53 for
the same sample.
The accuracy of the new grading method seems to surpass other approved
methods. Even so, there is potential for further improvements because the
method is based on several simplifying assumptions. It is assumed that the fibre
angles φ determined on the board surfaces are also representative for the fibres
in the interior of the board, see Figure 12c. In reality, however, the fibre
orientation inside the board volume is not identical to the one on the surface but
depends on the growth layer geometry and the occurrence and orientation of
knots (e.g. Foley 2003). Thus, the applied fibre direction model for the interior
of the board was rather crude. Another matter concerns the mechanical
behaviour of timber subjected to bending. In the described method, the
calculation of bending MOE is based on integration over cross-section (IOCS)
as described in Eqs 27 ‒ 29. Eq. 27 accounts for the influence of fibre deviation
on the local stiffness for a very short segment of typical length 1 – 5 mm. This
implies that the method does not capture the reduced bending MOE caused by,
e.g. dispersed knot clusters along the board. Therefore, accuracy regarding the
local bending MOE provided by the grading method can be improved.

1.9

Research idea and objectives

The intention of this research is to contribute to a long-term goal, which is
development of a method for prediction of bending strength that is more
accurate than the methods available today. By the introduction, research needs
for more accurate prediction of bending strength are outlined. These needs
comprise knowledge of local material directions and of local variation in MOE
along timber boards. Moreover, there is also a need to define a suitable IP to
bending strength based on the mentioned knowledge. The aims of this thesis are
to contribute with knowledge of local fibre direction in the vicinity of knots, to
develop and verify models of local bending stiffness, and to suggest and

evaluate an IP to bending strength based on the established local bending
stiffness. The underlying hypotheses of this research, illustrated in Figure 13,
are that
1. accurate prediction of bending strength can be achieved using an IP that
is a localized MOE value (determined over a short length) that represents
the lowest local bending stiffness of a board;
2. knowledge of the local bending stiffness with high resolution along a
board’s longitudinal direction can be established on the basis of fibre
direction within the board in combination with dynamic MOE;
3. fibre directions in the interior of a board can be determined by
application of fibre angle models utilizing data of fibre directions on the
board’s surfaces obtained from tracheid effect scanning.
In accordance with the hypotheses, the main objectives of this thesis include
development of fibre angle models for the interior of timber boards,
development of calculation models of individual boards that capture the
mechanical behaviour of boards subjected to bending, and evaluation of an IP
that represents local bending stiffness and that can be derived from the
mentioned models. The thesis also includes laboratory investigations that
provide quantitative data of 3D fibre paths and of geometries of growth layers
in the surrounding of knots. Thus, the appended papers cover the following
specific aims and content
1) Knowledge of local fibre directions within a wood volume including
knots. For this, a laboratory method was developed by which quantitative
data of local material directions close to a knot, including 3D geometry
of growth layers and fibre directions in 3D were established (Paper I and
II). Moreover, fibre angle models (FAM) for the interior of boards were
developed on the basis of known fibre directions on the board’s surfaces
obtained by tracheid effect scanning (Paper III and V).
2) Knowledge of local bending MOE with high resolution along a board.
Such knowledge was achieved by calculations based on a 1D model and
a 3D finite element model, respectively, combined with the fibre angle
models (FAM). The obtained bending MOE profiles were compared
with those established based on laboratory measurements (Paper IV and
V).
3) Prediction of grade determining properties. For this, IPs based on the
calculated bending MOE profiles were established and used to predict
the local bending MOE and the bending strength of more than 400 boards
for which the corresponding properties were determined also by
destructive bending tests in laboratory (Paper VI).
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Paper I & II: Experiments
Paper III & V: Modelling

1)

Bending MOE

Paper IV & V:
Experiments
& Modelling
IP

Position

2)

Position

fm

Paper VI: Modelling
2

R ≥ 0.69
3)

IP

Figure 13. Research concept of this thesis, and contributions of the appended papers. The
aims are illustrated as 1) knowledge of local fibre directions in a wood volume, 2) knowledge
of local bending MOE calculated with high resolution along a board, on the basis of fibre
directions in the board, and 3) prediction of grade determining property of bending strength.

1.10

Methodology, materials and limitations

The scientific method employed in this research could be considered overall as
a hypothetico ‒ deductive method. Theories of wood anatomy, significance of
fibre direction for timber’s mechanical properties, and strong correlation
between strength and stiffness, were employed to derive the hypotheses of the
research. The hypotheses are testable and falsifiable by measurements,
simulation, evaluation on specific samples, and then conclusions were drawn
on the basis of the observed results.
Regarding material, five samples of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H.
Karst) were used to meet the purposes of the different studies presented in the
appended papers. The first sample, which was used in Paper I and II, was one
specimen in shape of a rectangular solid containing a single knot in such a way
that existence of a symmetry plane, containing the pith of the knot and pith of
the log, could be assumed. The second sample, which was used in the study
presented in Paper III, consisted of 20 side boards of dimension 24 × 95 × 2000
mm. The third sample was also a single specimen of full-size structural timber
(50 × 150 × 3900 mm), which was studied in Paper IV. The three samples
mentioned above all originated from southern Sweden. For the fourth sample,
two boards, with dimension of 45 × 145 × 4500 mm, were selected from an
original batch of boards collected in the southeast of Norway (Paper V). The
fifth and the last sample consisted of more than 400 pieces with various
dimensions and sampled from different origins in Sweden (Paper VI). A
summary of all the studied samples in this thesis is presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of the material studied in this thesis.
Samples
1
2
3
4
5

Origin
Southern Sweden
Southeast Sweden
Southern Sweden
Southeast Norway

Northern, middle and
southern Sweden

Dimensions [mm]
95 × 105 × 559
24 × 95 × 2000
50 × 150 × 3900
45 × 145 × 4550
Mixed, cross-section
dimension range:
(45 –70) × (95 – 245)

No. of pieces
1
20
1
2
402

One limitation of this thesis is that the modelling and evaluation of material
properties and mechanical behaviour of boards are within the range of elastic
deformation, for which linear elasticity is assumed. Another issue is that the
numbers of the test specimens used in Paper I, II, IV and V were rather small.
This was due to the type of those studies, which consisted of in-depth laboratory
investigations requiring considerable effort and time.
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2

OVERVIEW OF THE
PRESENT RESEARCH

This thesis comprises six studies, i.e. Paper I – VI, that contribute with
knowledge of local fibre directions in the vicinity of knots (section 2.1) and of
variation in local bending stiffness along boards (section 2.2) and, based on such
knowledge, new IPs to grade determining properties are proposed and evaluated
(section 2.3). An overview of the pursued studies are presented below.

2.1

Fibre direction in the vicinity of knots

2.1.1

Fibre direction established by laboratory
investigation

As discussed in section 1.4, the local fibre directions in a timber board are
decisive for the stiffness and strength of the board. Knots are regarded the most
important type of defects that cause large fibre disturbances in their vicinity.
Therefore, for the stiffness and strength of timber boards, the occurrence of
knots and the local fibre directions in the surroundings of such defects are of
utmost importance. There is, however, a lack of experimental quantitative data
reflecting the true 3D fibre directions close to knots. Paper I and II therefore
present a laboratory investigation procedure, based on flatbed image scanning
and dot laser scanning, for establishment of such data including the 3D
geometry of growth layers. To enable such studies, a laboratory laser scanner
using tracheid effect was developed. A detailed description of the scanner and
the image processing procedure to calculate the in-plane fibre angle using the
tracheid effect are presented in Paper I.
The laboratory method relied on optical flatbed scanning and laser scanning,
the former resulting in surface images and the latter, utilizing the tracheid effect,
resulting in in-plane fibre angles determined in high-resolution grids on scanned
surfaces. For the study presented in Paper I and II, a rectangular solid wood
specimen containing a single knot in the centre was cut from a tree. The
specimen was cut in a way that a symmetry plane, i.e. a plane including both
the pith of the knot and the pith of the log, could exist in the specimen. By
splitting the specimen through this plane of symmetry, two new specimens with
assumed mirrored identical properties were obtained. On one of the new
specimens, the longitudinal-radial plane was subsequently scanned, and the
longitudinal-tangential plane was scanned on the other. Then, by repeatedly
planing off material on both the specimens followed by scanning of the new
surfaces that gradually appeared, 3D coordinate positions along different
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growth layers and 3D directions of fibres in a 3D grid were obtained using the
symmetry.
2.1.1.1
Growth layer geometry and fibre direction in 3D
The study presented in Paper II show that a knot interferes with the geometry
of growth layers as indicated in Figure 14. The y-axis follows a direction from
the root end to the top end of the log from which the wood specimen was cut. It
is evident that the knot has a pronounced local effect on the growth layer
geometry in the sense that the knot causes a local swelling around the knot.
Y-axis
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Figure 14. Two surfaces of growth layers of which one is within a live knot region (blue
surface) and the other is within a dead knot region (yellow surface). The same surfaces within
the indicated frame in a) are enlarged and shown in a xy-view in b) and c), yz-view in d). Red
and black lines drawn on the surfaces represent fibre path, or fibre flow lines.

However, as stressed, the influence of the knot is local. The bulk of the
growth layer surface takes the form of a cylindrical surface, of which the
longitudinal direction is close to parallel with the pith of the tree/log. Red and
black lines drawn on the growth layer surfaces in Figure 14 represent fibre flow
lines, i.e. gradual change in the fibre directions starting at a position of low ycoordinate to a position of high y-coordinate (red lines) or vice versa (black
lines). For the blue surface, which is within the live knot region, the red lines
indicate that the trunk fibres integrate with the branch from below if the starting
positon of the fibre flow line is located below the knot and close enough to the
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assumed plane of symmetry within the specimen. This observation is in
agreement with Shigo’s assumption, see section 1.6, that trunk tissue integrate
with the branch tissue from below of the branch.
Figure 15 provides a full-field presentation of the established fibre directions
in 3D (small black arrows) in relation to a growth layer surface. It can be clearly
seen that the vectors representing the fibres strongly deviate from the
longitudinal direction (y-axis) at positions close to the knot, whereas the vectors
at positions relatively far from the knot tend to be parallel with the longitudinal
direction. Moreover, all the vectors seem, as expected, oriented within the
growth layer surface.
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Figure 15. Results of 3D vectors representing the fibre directions presented in relation to the
growth layer surface, where the different colours on the surface indicates the variation of zcoordinate and the local fibre directions in 3D are shown by small black arrows. The results
are shown in different views and partially enlarged.
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2.1.1.2
Diving angle by the tracheid effect
Simonaho et al. (2004) suggested, as discussed in section 1.7, that the scattering
pattern of a laser spot caused by the tracheid effect also provides information of
the diving angle, i.e. the angle between the local 3D fibre direction and the
scanned wood surface. According to Simonaho et al. (2004), the diving angle
could be determined by a shape factor, which is the length ratio between the
minor and major axes of the laser spot. Simonaho et al. (2004) established a
mapping between the shape factor and the diving angle valid for Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris L.) and Silver birch (Betula pubescens). However, such
investigation on Norway spruce had so far not been carried out.
Paper III includes an introductory study on the relationship between shape
factor, R, and diving angle, β, by the tracheid effect. The relationship found was
β

 r  r
1
 2 

cos 1   1 2  R 
2
2
 r2  r1 


(30)

here r1 and r2 are two parameters used for calibration for e.g. different wood
species, and laser hardware etc. In the research presented in Paper III, for
Norway spruce and an industrial scanner with trademark WoodEye, values of
r1 = 0.54 and r2 = 0.82 were used. The relationship described by Eq.30 is plotted
in Figure 16, which implies a similar relationship as the one presented for Scots
Pine and Silver birch in Simonaho et al. (2004). However, the relationship was
established on the basis of scanning data from only a few positions.
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Figure 16. Relationship between the shape factor and the diving angle for Norway spruce in
Paper III, which is established based on a few data points. The parameters r1 and r2 are
applied for calibration to wood species and laser source.

A later and more thorough assessment on this issue for Norway spruce is
presented in Paper I. In this study, the self-developed laboratory scanner (also

used in Paper II), including a laser hardware from the producer Acculase was
employed. Based on the symmetry that is explained in section 2.1.1, for a
position in the wood specimen, the diving angle can be determined as the inplane fibre angle from the tracheid effect on the corresponding orthogonal
plane. Scanning data for about 2000 positions were used for the investigation,
by which a scatter plot of shape factors versus diving angles were established
as shown in Figure 17. The diving angles for the plot were determined as the inplane fibre angles from the tracheid effect scanning using the symmetry.
The scatter plot clearly displays that most of the data points are concentrated
in two areas of the plot. One (lower left corner) is an area where the diving
angles are close to zero degree indicting positions in the clear wood area. The
other (upper right corner) is an area where the diving angles are between 70 −
80 degrees indicating positions within the knot. These observations mean, of
course, that most of the scanned positions are within either clear wood areas or
areas within the knot, i.e. the number of the positions in transition areas from
clear wood to the knot is limited. The above-mentioned observation also
indicates that in clear wood and knot area the diving angles are fairly related
with the shape factors. They are related in a sense that if a position on the
scanned surface having the shape factor R = 0.4 – 0.5 and R = 0.8 – 1.0, it is
rather certain that the position is within a knot and within clear wood,
respectively.
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Figure 17. Scatter plot of shape factor versus diving angle using scanning data of about 2000
positions. The infolded image shows the irregular shape of a laser spot at the boundary of
the knot. The points marked by red circles represent all the positions where the laser spots
are of such irregular shapes.
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For the transition zone, i.e. the area changing from clear wood to knots, the
scatter plot shows large spread. Therefore, the conclusion is that the relationship
between the shape factor and the diving angle in the transition zone is weak.
One of the reasons for the large spread in the scatter plot was found to be the
scattering pattern of the laser spots at certain positions. For example, at the knot
boundary, the scattering pattern of the laser spots become irregular as shown in
the infolded image in Figure 17. The points marked by red circles in the scatter
plot represent the positions where the laser spots ended up in such irregular
shapes.
In this thesis, results of 3D fibre directions on board surfaces were established
in both the studies presented in Paper II and III, but the diving-anglecomponents of the 3D fibre directions were determined using two different
methods. In Paper III, the diving angles were determined using the mapping,
i.e. the relationship shown in Figure 16 between the shape factor and diving
angle. However, in Paper II the diving angles were determined by the in-plane
fibre angles measured on two orthogonal planes occurring on two specimens
with assumed identical but mirrored properties. For two similar wood surfaces,
as shown in Figure 18a and c, projections of the 3D fibre directions established
on the basis of the two methods are shown. Figure 18a show the in-plane fibre
direction determined on the basis of the tracheid effect scanning, whereas b)
show the corresponding diving angles obtained using the shape factors
determined on the basis of the tracheid effect scanning carried out on the surface
exhibited in a). The projections of 3D fibre directions in Figures 18c − d are
obtained using the scanned in-plane angles in two orthogonal planes.
Regarding accuracy of the results, Figure 18a, c and d show the in-plane
fibre directions on the scanned surfaces, which are, therefore, accurate and
reliable except those are within the knots in a and c. The fibre directions shown
in Figure 18b reflect the calculated diving angles based on the shape factor.
Therefore, those diving angles should be less accurate than the same type of
fibre directions obtained as the in-plane angles by the tracheid effect scanning
in Figure 18d. Especially in the transition zone between the clear wood and the
knot, Figure 18d shows the diving angles that are more accurate than those in
Figure 18b. However, a fair resemblance can be observed between Figure 18b
and the red line in Figure 18d for most of the positions.
In Paper III, the 3D fibre directions established using the tracheid effect
scanning and the shape factors were further interpolated into full-field 3D fibre
directions for the interior of 20 side boards. Thereafter, these fibre directions
were integrated into a 3D FE model to simulate mechanical behaviour of the
boards due to pure bending. The 20 side boards were also subjected to fourpoint bending tests in the laboratory. The comparison between simulated strains
and measured strains showed positive results in terms of resemblance in both
the distribution patterns and the magnitudes. The results show that the shape

b)

d)

a)

c)

Figure 18. Projections of 3D fibre directions on two pieces of wood, each including a knot.
a–b) represent a piece of wood evaluated in Paper III, whereas c–d) show a piece of wood
evaluated in Paper II. The diving angle were determined by two different methods. a–b) the
diving angle was determined using the shape factor from the tracheid effect. c–d) The diving
angle was determined using two in-plane fibre directions from the tracheid effect. Red arrows
in c) imply a cross section in a live knot region.
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factor from the tracheid effect gives an indication of the diving angles, in the
sense that the diving angle determined by the shape factor is sufficient for knot
identification on wood surfaces. However, the actual value of such determined
diving angles might be, especially in the transition zone, uncertain. Thus,
caution must be taken when applying the diving angles that are determined
using shape factors for other purposes.
Research presented in Paper I shows that it is difficult to establish a reliable
mapping between the shape factors and the diving angles, i.e. it is difficult to
accurately determine the diving angles from the tracheid effect scanning.
Therefore, in the research presented below regarding tracheid effect scanning,
the diving angles are unknown, therefore, ignored.

2.1.2

Modelling of local fibre direction

As discussed in section 1.7, local fibre angles on board surfaces can be
determined by tracheid effect scanning. Such obtained angles are the angles
between the direction of projections of the local fibres on the board surfaces and
the longitudinal direction of the board. These angles are, since the diving angles
are ignored, set to fully represent the angles between the local fibre directions
and the longitudinal direction of the board.
The results from the study of fibre directions in wood, especially in the
vicinity of knots, provided a general idea about the fibre directions within
timber boards. A new fibre angle model (FAM) describing the fibre directions
of the interior of boards based on the in-plane angle measured on the board
surfaces, was created and applied to study the influence of fibre direction on
mechanical properties of the boards. The study presented in Paper V included
two alternative FAMs, herein denoted FAM1 and FAM2. FAM1, illustrated in
Figure 19a, was suggested by Olsson et al. (2013). In this model, the fibre angle
in a position on the surface (red dots in Figure 19a) is set to represent the fibre
angle within every position (shaded volume in Figure 19a) from the surface to
a certain depth into the board (black dots in Figure 19a). This simple model does
not take the real knot geometry timber into account.
The newly developed FAM2, illustrated in Figure 19b, requires knowledge
of the location of the pith of the tree from which the board is sawn. In this model,
the fibre angle within the board (black dot in Figure 19b) is determined by the
fibre angles on board surfaces at positions (red dots in Figure 19b) where the
surfaces intersect with a straight line drawn from the pith (green dot in Figure
19b) through the position (black dot in Figure 19b) where the fibre angle shall
be determined. The line intersects with two positions on the surfaces (red dots
in Figure 19b) and the fibre angle in the board (black dot in Figure 19b) is
determined by linear interpolation between the fibre angles at the positions
shown by red dots. Comparing the two FAMs, FAM2 takes the location of pith
and the direction of the knots into account, which should lead to a more realistic
representation of the fibre angles within the board.
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Z

Pith

Z

a)

b)

Figure 19. Two alternative of fibre angle models (FAMs) for determination of fibre
directions, on the basis of fibre angles on the surfaces, in the interior of a board. a) FAM1,
suggested in Olsson et al. (2013). b) FAM2, suggested in Paper V.

An additional assumption was made for both the FAMs, implying that the ltplane of the wood material coincided with the xy‒plane as shown in Figure 19.
This assumption means that the radial direction of the wood material was
assumed to be parallel with the z-axis. Note that the in-plane fibre angles on the
edges of the board, i.e. on surfaces that are parallel to the xz-plane are also
regarded as angles in the lt-plane. Thus, none of the FAM is a complete 3D fibre
angle model, but should enable technically adequate representations of the angle
between local fibre direction within the volume of the board and the longitudinal
board direction. By application of FAM1 and FAM2, the angles between the
local fibres and the main direction of the board can be determined for a set of
positions, i.e. for a 3D grid of the board volume.

2.2

Local bending stiffness

According to the second hypothesis formulated in section 1.9, knowledge of the
local bending stiffness with high resolution along a board’s longitudinal
direction can be established on the basis of fibre direction within the board in
combination with dynamic MOE. To test the hypothesis, studies were carried
out and are presented in Paper IV and V, in which bending MOE profiles were
also established on the basis of four-point bending tests in combination with
digital image correlation (DIC) measurements in laboratory.
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2.2.1

Digital image correlation systems

Strain fields occurring on a wood surface can be assessed through displacement
measurements using digital image correlation (DIC) technique. For this purpose,
a non-contact measurement system of ARAMIS (from Gesellschaft für
Optische Messtechnik, Braunschweig, Germany) was employed in the studies
presented in Paper III – V. The ARAMIS system is based on DIC and relies on
identification of sub-pictures (facets) by comparing two pictures, e.g. one before
and one after loading, see Figure 20b − c. The identification, see Figure 20a,
based on comparing grey-scale values of the sub-pixels of the facets in the two
pictures, is done by calculating the cross correlations. Using this information, it
is possible to evaluate the displacement of each facet due to load. The
displacements are subsequently used to calculate the strain distribution on the
surface. Compared to conventional point-wise sensors, such as strain gauges
and linear variable displacement transformers (LVDT) gauges, the ARAMIS
system is robust for full-field surface displacement data acquisition with high
spatial resolution.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 20. The principle of DIC technique. a) shows an example of grey-scale values of 9 ×
9 pixels facet; b − c) shows an example of two sub-pictures before and after certain
deformation.

2.2.2

Strains due to bending

Strain fields, locally in the vicinity of knots in the 20 side boards and globally
for three full-size boards, were determined by performing four-point bending
tests in the laboratory combined with DIC measurements. The test setups for
the four-point bending and the DIC measurements are shown in Figure 21. In

Support

Support

Point
loads

Lateral constraints

Lateral constraints

Support

the test set up shown in Figure 21b, two DIC systems were used, which are
referred to as a master system and a slave system. The two systems were placed
at the two sides of the specimen and both focused on the middle part of the
board that was between the point loads. For the measurements of the three fullsize boards, a board length of at least 3300 mm was placed between the inner
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Figure 21. a) Test setup for four-point bending test and b) combined setup of DIC
measurements.
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loading positions of which the deformation was registered by the DIC systems.
Thus, for the full-size boards, normal strains in the longitudinal direction of the
board were obtained over an entire board surface of 145 × 3300 mm2. For the
investigation performed, the accuracy of the positions determined on the surface
was about 12 μm. The accuracy of strains derived from displaced positions
depends on the resolution. At a resolution of 12 mm the accuracy of the strain
is about 0.1%.
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Figure 22. Strain distribution due to bending and estimated from the DIC measurements.
a−b) show surface images of two board sections; c − h) show the strain field on the surfaces,
which are highlighted in a) and b), in x- and y- direction and shear strains. A colour bar to
the right indicates the magnitude of the exhibited strains.

Figure 22 shows the local strains close to knots estimated from the DIC
measurements. Figure 22a ‒ b show surfaces images of all four sides of two
board sections, and Figure 22c ‒ h show the strain distribution of normal strains
in x-direction (c ‒ d) and in y-direction (e ‒ f) and shear strains (g ‒ h), on one
surface that is highlighted in a) and b), for each of the board sections. As
indicated by c) and d), the upper edge of the surface was exposed to tension and
the lower edge was exposed to compression. Strain concentration can be clearly
seen at areas where knots are visible on the surfaces. Some strain concentration
can also be observed where no knots are visible on the highlighted surface. For
example, the strain concentration in the tensile zone (upper edge in Figure 22d)
where there is no visible knot on the surface (Figure 22b), but where a knot is
visible on the edge surfaces at the same position in the x-direction. The
observation implies that knots on other surfaces than the one measured with the
DIC also influence the strain distribution on the examined surface. Thus, to a

certain degree, the strain distribution on one wide surface of the board can
represent the global deformation of the board.

2.2.3

Bending MOE profile based on DIC

Based on the strain distribution from the DIC measurement, a linear regression
was firstly applied, thereafter, a bending MOE was assessed locally at each
position in x-direction of the boards as

Eb ( x)

Mz
 y0  y1 
Iε x

(31)

where x represent a position in the main direction of the board, Mz is the applied
bending moment about the z-axis, I is the nominal second moment of inertia
about the z-axis, y0 represents the neutral axis position of the cross section, y1
can be any position on the cross section and εx is the normal strain in x-direction
at position y1. Thus, a bending MOE (Eb) profile indicating variation of the local
bending stiffness along the board can be established by calculation using Eq.31
for every position along the x-axis.
Figure 23 shows results of the bending MOE profiles estimated on the basis
of the normal strains, εx, corresponding to three different load levels, i.e.
nominal stress levels at the outmost position on the board’s cross section of
11.7, 16.1 and 20.5 MPa. The red curve in Figure 23c is calculated on the basis
of the strain (εx) distribution in Figure 23b which corresponds to the stress level
of 20.5 MPa.
The bending MOE profiles in Figure 23c indicate a number of drops along
the board at positions where knots can be observed on the board surfaces.
Moreover, it can be observed that the depths of the drops are dependent on the
number and sizes of the knots in a sense that more and bigger knots result in
deeper drops in the profiles. The sections between two drops in the curves
indicate more or less the bending MOE in clear wood sections. Another
observation can be made that there is decreasing trend in the bending MOE of
the clear wood sections from left end (the top end of the log) to the right end
(the root end of the log) for this board. The observation indicates that the MOE
in clear wood varies in the longitudinal directions of this board/log, rather than
being constant. The three profiles shown in Figure 23c, representing different
nominal stress level agree, overall, well with each other, which indicate that the
profiles estimated from the DIC data are stable and reliable.
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Figure 23. Stiffness profile of the board estimated on the basis of strain information from the
DIC measurements. a) Images of all four longitudinal surfaces of the board; b) the
distribution of normal strains in x-direction of the complete wide surface (highlighted in a),
which was examined by the DIC; c) bending MOE profiles along the board estimated using
the strains corresponding to nominal stress levels of 11.7, 16.1 and 20.5 MPa, respectively.

2.2.4

Bending MOE profile based on modelling

Bending MOE profiles can be established using calculation models. In this
work, four different models were employed, namely
 IOCS_FAM1, by which bending MOE is calculated by integration of
stiffness over cross section (IOCS), in combination with FAM1, i.e.
model of fibre direction not taking location of pith into account,
 IOCS_FAM2, by which bending MOE is calculated IOCS, in
combination with FAM2, i.e. model of fibre direction taking location of
pith into account,
 FE_FAM1, by which bending MOE is calculated using 3D finite element
model, in combination with FAM1, i.e. model of fibre direction not
taking location of pith into account,
 FE_FAM2, by which bending MOE is calculated using 3D finite element
model, in combination with FAM2, i.e. model of fibre direction taking
location of pith into account.
Figure 24 presents two bending MOE profiles. One profile is calculated on
the basis of the DIC measurement (red curve), the other profile is calculated
using the model of IOCS_FAM1 (blue curve). The highlighted areas of which
indicate the location of the two sections displayed in Figure 22. A comparison

of the two curves reveals that the MOE profiles calculated by IOCS_FAM1
works well for a section in which knots are located closely together in the xdirection, such as the section shown to the right in Figure 22 & 24. However,
the IOCS_FAM1 model result in substantially overestimated bending MOE for
sections including intricate knot cluster such as the section shown to the left in
Figure 22 & 24.
The reason for this overestimation can be attributed to the assumptions made
in the applied beam theory of the IOCS_FAM1 model implying that the only
type of strains in pure bending are the normal strains εx. There are, however,
more compliance in the board as shown in Figure 22e ‒ h, particularly in the
section that includes intricate knot cluster.
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Figure 24. Bending MOE profiles estimated on the basis of the DIC measurement (red
curve) and using the IOCS_FAM1 model (blue curve) by Olsson et al. (2013). Surface
images and strains εx, εy and εxy of the highlighted areas can be seen in Figure 22.

Further attempts on modelling of timber boards are presented in Paper V, in
which the improved FAM2 was adopted and a 3D FE model that is
advantageous for capturing the real compliance of the timber in bending was
implemented. The FE model consisted of 8-node linear brick full integration
elements, i.e. element of C3D8 in ABAQUS. The element size was 5 × 5 × 5
mm and a convergence study showed that this element mesh was sufficient for
this research purpose. The material model was orthotropic and material
properties for each element were assigned in accordance with the local fibre
directions determined by FAM2. This 3D FE model was applied for simulation
of bending, of which the resulting strains were used for assessment of the local
bending MOE. In principal, the cross sectional bending MOE was determined
using Eq. 31.
Figure 25 shows five bending MOE profiles of a single board and estimated
on the basis of DIC measurements (black curve) and on the basis of the four
different model combinations IOCS_FAM1 (blue curve), IOCS_FAM2 (cyan
curve), FE_FAM1 (red curve) and FE_FAM2 (purple curve). All the curves
have a longitudinal resolution of 50 mm, i.e. each value in the curves represent
an average bending MOE over a longitudinal distance of 50 mm along the
board. Assuming that the profiles based on the DIC measurement is the most
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representative for the true local bending MOE variation along the board,
comparison of the curves in Figure 25 show that FE_FAM2 gives the most
accurate representation of the bending MOE of the model combinations. In
addition, it can be seen that the IOCS models in many cases overestimate the
local stiffness at positions where knots are located. This agrees with results
found in Paper IV (Figure 24). As expected, the 3D FE models capture the
compliance of the timber more accurately since the 3D model is capable of
capturing the shear effect.
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Figure 25. a) Five bending MOE profiles of a single board and estimated on the basis of DIC
measurements (black curve) and on the basis of the four different model combinations
IOCS_FAM1 (blue curve), IOCS_FAM2 (cyan curve), FE_FAM1 (red curve) and FE_FAM2
(purple curve). Parts of the curves are enlarged and shown in a) and b).

2.3

Prediction of grade determining
properties

According to the third hypothesis formulated in section 1.9, accurate prediction
of bending strength can be achieved using an IP that is a localized MOE value
(determined over a short length) that represents the lowest local bending
stiffness of a board. The results presented in Paper V show that the 3D FE
model, especially FE_FAM2, enables more reliable information on the local
bending MOE than what the IOCS models do. To enable an assessment of the
ability of the FE models to predict the grade determining properties of local
bending MOE and bending strength, modelling and experiments on a high
number of boards is needed. Therefore, a study comprising 402 boards, of which
the local bending MOE (Em,loc) and bending strength (fm) were determined
according to EN408:2010 and EN384:2010, is presented in Paper VI.
Calculation of the bending MOE profiles of the 402 boards using the four
different models, i.e. FE_FAM1, FE_FAM2, IOCS_FAM1 and IOCS_FAM2
were carried out. Local bending MOE valid for the centre span of the boards,
this span having a length of five times the depth (5h) of the boards were
calculated. Thus, four sets of local bending MOE were established and denoted
Eloc,IOCS,FAM1, Eloc,IOCS,FAM2, Eloc,FE,FAM1 and Eloc,FE,FAM2. Moreover, the minimum
values of the bending MOE profiles calculated using the models were regarded
as the IPs to bending strength. Thus, four sets of such IPs were established and
denoted IPIOCS,FAM1, IPIOCS,FAM2, IPFE,FAM1 and IPFE,FAM2, respectively.
The established data of local bending MOE and IPs were used in regression
analyses for assessment of the correlations to the experimental data of Em,loc and
fm. The main results of the regression analysis in terms of coefficient of
determination, R2, are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Coefficient of determination, R2, between the experimentally assessed local bending
MOE (Em,loc) and the calculated bending MOE using the four models of IOCS_FAM1,
FE_FAM1, IOCS_FAM2 and FE_FAM2, and the R2 between the bending strength (fm) and
the IPs based on the four mentioned models.
Series (No.)
/ R2

Em,loc

fm

Eloc,IOCS,FAM1
Eloc,FE,FAM1
Eloc,IOCS,FAM2
Eloc,FE,FAM2
IPIOCS,FAM1
IPFE,FAM1
IPIOCS,FAM2
IPFE,FAM2

A−G
(402)

0.836
0.853
0.833
0.863
0.727
0.725
0.727
0.722

A comparison of the resulting R2 values in Table 3 shows that the FE models,
regardless of which of the applied FAM is used, capture the bending MOE
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(Em,loc) of the boards more accurately than what the IOCS models do. The most
accurate prediction of local bending MOE (Em,loc) seems to be obtained using
the FE model in combination of FAM2. For prediction of bending strength, by
means of IPs based on the suggested models, bending strength can be predicted
with high accuracy. For the total 402 boards, such IPs result in the coefficient
of determination as high as R2 = 0.73. However, using IPs based on the 3D finite
element model do not improve the R2 value compared to using the IPs based on
the IOCS models.

3

CONCLUSIONS

This research was motivated by the rather low accuracy of the currently
available strength grading methods. The most important consequence of the low
accuracy is that much of the potential of timber, with respect to high strength,
is unused. With a grading method that enables accurate prediction of strength,
this potential can be exploited. Thus, with a long-term goal to develop a grading
method that clearly surpasses the methods available today, this work has
included laboratory investigations of local material directions, and development
of models of fibre directions of the interior of boards. Furthermore, the work
included development and evaluation of 1D analytical models and of 3D finite
element models of individual boards to capture the mechanical behavior of
timber subjected to bending. This included comparisons of the mechanical
response observed in experiments and of calculated results. Lastly, IPs to
bending strength was defined and statistically assessed by studying
relationships between IPs and bending strength, the latter determined by
destructive tests of more than 400 boards. Conclusions of the work are
summarized as follows.
1. Local material directions close to knots including growth layer geometry
and fibre directions.
 A knot/branch causes a pronounced local effect, i.e. a local swelling,
on the geometry of growth layers close to the knot, whereas the bulk
of the growth layer takes the form of cylindrically shaped surface
with its longitudinal axis parallel to the pith of the tree/log.
 Fibre direction at positions close to a knot strongly deviate from the
longitudinal direction of the log, whereas fibres at positions away
from the knot are almost parallel to the longitudinal direction of the
log.
 Fibres belonging to a certain growth layer are well orientated within
the growth layer surface, i.e. a local fibre at an arbitrary position of
the growth layer has a 90-degree angle to the normal direction of the
growth layer surface at the same position.
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Within live knot regions, branch fibres integrate with the trunk
fibres from below of the branch.
 The research and methods presented not only confirm known
conditions of trees and knots in general but also provide
quantitative data that can be used to calibrate mathematical models
of growth surface geometry and fibre direction where trunk and
knots integrate.
 Regarding determination of diving angles by the tracheid effect, it
is found that the scattering pattern of laser light gives some
indication of the diving angle. However, the relationship between
the shape/roundness of the laser dot and the diving angle of fibres
of the illuminated surface is weak and ambiguous. According to the
results obtained, the relationship is hardly reliable for other
purposes than for identification of knots on wood surfaces.
2. Strains on wood surfaces and bending MOE profiles along a board’s
longitudinal direction.
 Strain fields on wood surfaces can be detected by means of noncontact displacement measurements based on digital image
correlation (DIC) technique. Normal strains in the longitudinal
direction of the board were obtained over an entire board surface of
145 × 3300 mm2. For the investigation in this research, the accuracy
of the positions determined on the surface was about 12 μm. The
accuracy of strains depends on the resolution, which was, at a
resolution of 12 mm, about 0.1%.
 Bending MOE profiles with high resolution along the longitudinal
direction of a board can be calculated on the basis of the strain fields
detected by DIC. Such obtained profiles are stable and appropriate
to be used for verification purposes.
 Same kind of bending MOE profiles can also be calculated on the
basis of strain fields obtained from finite element
models/simulations, and on the basis of integration over cross
sections (IOCS).
 Bending MOE profiles that are established on the basis of IOCS do
not always capture the full compliance of timber boards subjected
to bending. The use of IOCS often results in overestimation of the
local bending MOE.
 By application of a 3D FE model and a fibre angle model that takes
the location of the pith into account, the variation of local bending
MOE, caused by knots and fibre distortions, can be determined with
high resolution (l < 50 mm) and high accuracy.
3. Prediction of grade determining properties.
 Regarding prediction of local bending MOE (Em,loc), higher R2
between calculated and experimentally obtained local bending


MOE is obtained using the 3D FE model, than using the simpler
IOCS model. However, replacing the simple fibre direction model
FAM1 with FAM2, the latter taking the location of pith into
account, gave no significant improvement of R2 between calculated
and experimentally obtained Em,loc.
 Regarding prediction of bending strength, by means of the IPs
derived using the suggested models, bending strength can be
predicted with high accuracy. For a timber sample comprising 402
boards, such IPs result in R2 as high as 0.73, when dynamic MOE
is used as a second predictor in multiple regression analysis.
However, using IPs based on the 3D FE model did not improve the
R2 value compared to using the IPs based on the 1D model.
This research, aiming at the development of improved methods for machine
strength grading, contributes with knowledge for this purpose. One outcome is
new detailed data of fibre directions in the surroundings of knots. The research
also presents new calculation models, based on knowledge of local fibre
direction obtained by an industry scanner, by which the mechanical properties
of timber can be captured in detail and in a speed that enable investigations of
large numbers of boards within a short period of time. The suggested models
capture, with high accuracy, the variation of local bending stiffness along
boards caused by knots and local fibre distortions.
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4

FUTURE WORK

The research presented herein has resulted in models that are able to represent
the variation of bending MOE, caused by knots and local fibre distortions, more
accurately than what previously suggested models do. Despite this, no
significant improvements of prediction of strength were achieved. However,
issues for further research that should lead to improved prediction of strength
are identified as follows.
The first issue concerns the model used for representation of fibre directions
of the interior of boards. The herein suggested fibre angle model, i.e. FAM2
presented in Paper V, relies on knowledge of the location of pith and of direction
of knots. For the series consisting of more than 400 boards, used herein for
assessment of indicating properties to bending strength, the location of pith was
determined in a rather unsophisticated way, which resulted in major
uncertainties of the actual position of the pith. This may be one explanation why
prediction of strength was not improved using the new model, and why
prediction of local MOE was only slightly improved. Thus, a method to
determine more accurately the location of pith along boards should be
developed. This could be done on the basis of morphology of knots and
utilization of data of surface laser scanning.
Only the variation of bending MOE within a board that depends on fibre
deviations is considered in the proposed models. There are, however, also other
causes of within member variation of bending MOE. It is know that clear wood
MOE, i.e. MOE in the fibre direction, varies both radially, i.e. from pith to bark
(e.g. Steffen et al. 1997), and longitudinally along trunks (e.g. Kliger et al.
1995). Such variations of MOE are considerable and should be taken into
account.
The already obtained coefficients of determination between IPs based on
local bending MOE and bending strength are actually quite high. For the 402
Norway spruce boards considered in the present work R2 = 0.73 was obtained
and there is, of course, a limit for the relationship between local bending MOE
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and bending strength (Foslie 1971). Thus, the potential for further
improvements using this concept may be quite small. This means that future,
substantial improvements may require other predictors to strength, i.e.
predictors to be used in combination with, or even replace, local bending MOE
and such may require even more detailed knowledge, and more accurate models
of fibre directions and material properties of wood in the close surroundings of
knots. Therefore, future work should comprise close laboratory examinations
utilizing e.g. computer tomography (CT) of small wood specimens containing
knots. The detailed knowledge of density and fibre direction obtained by such
investigations should be utilized in models like further developed versions of
the model suggested by Foley (2001, 2003). Furthermore, data obtained from
fast scanning of timber surfaces, i.e. colour scanning or tracheid effect scanning,
should be used to set crucial model parameters like knot geometry parameters
for each board examined.
Future will reveal what kind of hypothesis/concepts that will give basis for
more effective IPs to timber strength but surely, such will rely both on accurate
data from machines/sensors used in production at sawmills and of accurate
models of each piece of timber to be graded.
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